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SUMMARY

Previous experiments on the rate of burning of fires in single
compartments with small windows have shown that over a wide range of Bcale
the rate of burning is proportional to the air flow into the compartment.
There was, however, some variation in the results unaccounted for by this
effeot and accordingly in this note experiments are described in which
various amounts and surface areas of one type of fuel were burnt in a model
room with a small window. The results show that over the range' of exper-r
ments the burning rates varied by a factor of nearly 2:1, although the
window opening was kept constant.. This variation could not be simply
correlated with a surface area effect as might be imagined at first sight,
but because it is sufficiently large to make any prediction of the required
fire resistance of a structure liable to up to 100 per cent error, it
cannot be neglected, and a further, _more detailed study of fire behaviour
in rooms is called for.•

Data on flame height outside the room and internal temperature are
also reported and discussed.
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SOME FIRES IN A SINGLE COMPARTMENT WITH INDEPENDENT VARIATION
OF FUEL SURFACE AREA AND THICKNESS

by

A. J. M. Heselden

1• Introduction

Studies of the development of fires in single compartments with relatively
small window openings have shown that the maximUm burning rate is proportional to
the air flow which,for a room with a single windowiis proportional to AJ1Iwhere A
is the area and H the height of the window(1, 2, 3). In these experiments covering
a wide range of scale there was a considerable scatter in the burni~g rates, and
although none of this could be directly attdbuted to variations in amount and
surface area of fuel, these could not be ruled out as relevant factors since little
information was available on the effective fuel surface area. Further experiments
in which surface area and total quantity of fuel were separately varied have
therefore. been carried out, and are described in this report. The height or' the
flames emerging from the window opening was also measured to accumulate data for
studies of the spread of fire between buildings by radiation.

2. Apparatus

The model room used for these experiments was made from t in asbestos wood
and measured internally 28t in high,. 31 in wide and 36 in from front to back. The
front was open; but could be closed by two sheets of asbestos wood fitting tigh~ly

round the edges and leaving a window opening running the full width of the box.
The upper sheet extended above the box so that flame emerging from the window was
single sided (see Fig. 1 and Plate 1).

The fire load consisted of sheets of fibre insulation board held vertically
and perpendicularly to the plane of the window in metal frames to prevent undue
buckling of the boards as they burned. These frames were bolted in place in a
larger framework which could be lifted in and out of the compartme~t. From 4 to
12 boards were burned at any one time, the spacing between boards being altered so
that they were evenly spaced over the whole width of the compartment. Two heights
of board, 12.4 and 18.6 in., and three thicknesses, tin; i in, and 1 in were used;
all the boards were homogeneous and were made by·the same manufacturer (some
manufacturers make 1 in board by cementing t in board together).· A few tests were
made in which the board thickness'was increased to 2 in by cementing thinner sheets
together and binding the resulting sheet with wire to prevent the components
splitting apart as they became hot. The boards were weighed on a platform balance
underneath the compartment connected to the frame holding the boards by struts
passing through small holes in the bottom of the box, as shown in Fig. 1. Plate 1
is a general view of the apparatus and instruments.

Four 28 S.W.G. cr~omel-alumel thermocouples were installed with their hot
junctions in a vertical line, 3 in apart, 8.5 in from the window plane, 11 in
from the side of the box with the lowest junction 14 in from the floor of the box.
(See Fig. 1).

3. Experiments

3.1. Ignition

After trial experiments the following method of ignition was made stan~

dard. Fibre insulation boards conditioned in an atmosphere at 650F and 65 pe~

cent relative humidity were loaded into the frames and wired in. The upper front
asbestos board was bolted into position on the front of the box, and the the~o

couples placed in position. Strips of fibre insulation board, measuring t x 1 x
32 in., each containing 80 ml kerosine were placed one between each sheet at the
bottom with one on the outside of each outer sheet (thus for n aheet s ; n + 1
strips were used). They were lit by a gas flame run along the front and 20 sec.
after ignition, the lower board was rapidly bolted into position on the front
leaVing a window opening 10 in high and 31 in wide.
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(a)

,.."

._, ...~.-
3.2. Measurements

The following measurements weI{1liade dUr:lng',~he fires:-
,': .- . r , . ,I,

Weight of sheets.' 'The, mo'!it,:'convenien't method of follow:lng the'
change dn we'ight with tim~~s':to'note 'the time at eaoh ~ lb
decrement. '" ...," , ,

" ,

'-: "

(b) Height of flames emergirig fj:om the w:lndo~.
by eye, with the flame ,agli.:lnst a sea.Le ,'.

These'were estimated

(c) Temperatures, inside'the'9on;.,a.:rtment.
(See Section 2). ,," ' ,

Measured Ln foUrpo~itions.
, ,

- ~ "

, Tabl,e 1 shows the various oomb:ln~UonB of,numberand thicknesl> pfbcaP9.s '
used. ' " "; ,"

~. Results and discussion

,~~1~ Prelim:lnary tests

,
" ". ~.'.

'-' ..
'. .",

.~. -

,',

Some tests were carried out before the'~:i.n 'serles to find' a suitable,
size for the w:lndow open:lng and a suitable method for ignition. It was found
that ,with a 6 or 8 in high window ope~rig,the flame zone appeared to be
unstable and alternated between two pontions. The boards ignited at the
front, and burning took place in a narrow zone 'which travelled slowly back :Into
the box. After some minutes the flame moved forvrard and after staying at the
fl'ont of the,box for a period, moved baek approximately to its' former"position"
~n some fires this happened several times v The,burnirig rate with, the flame
at the front of the box was appreciably lower than with the flame deeper in
the box. ' .. . " "

" This effect of flame movement is probably related to the stages in which
the beards J?urn. ,The, flame moves backd.nto the, box as the material whiph can

,supply volatiles, is exhausted from ,the fibre insulation board' atothe front"
and combustion of the,'residual char-ooaf can then .take place ,produo:lng the' ,high
tempel'Btures in the board at the front. Volatiles 'may then be extracted, from
the ,residual material at a sufficiently high rate for the flame to move back
to the front. The supply of volatiles will .then diminish,owin'g to the fall in'
temperature .due to the charcoal being prevented from burn:lng by Lack of ·oxygen.
The'flame will then move back into .the box. '" With a window opening 10"in high --"
the flames were stabilised and occupied a much deeper zone in' the box, althOUgh
even then they did not completely fill 'the 'box., All further tests were,
therefore, carried out with a 10 in high window. A similar :Instability appears
in, those' tests ,with-composite 2 in thick, boards' even though the window,was'
10 in high.' ,

4.2. Main series

The res)D.ts are summarised in Table' 1 "

4.2.1. Course of' :Individual test

"

When the kerosine-soaked strips were lit, flame rapidly travelled
down their whole length to the back of the box but when, 20 sec. later, the
lower front board was placed in position and the ventilation was reduced, the
flames became confined to the front of the box. As the fibre insulation board
ignited the flame zone moved deeper into the box until at time t1 about the
front %of the boards was enveloped in flame. This took from 5 - 20 mtn;,
depending oJ;1 the fire load and board height~ ,The flame was observed tJ:irough

,,~ica windows :In the s~de of the box. The- position of the flame zone then'
appeared to .be .constanb ,' although this was not easy to,observe, until at '
time t2, when the'volatiles were'nearly eXhausted, the:flame zone fell quite
suddenly to the back of the box where there was still material available for
producing volatiles.' The bur'rri.ng rate was than taken 'as the mean over the'
period t1 to t2 when the flame',zone:appeared to.'be' in a constant position.
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Over this period the burning rate in most tests was constant.' The flame '
height increased to a maximum value during the period t1 to t 2• Fig. 2
shows the variation of weight, flame height, and average temperature with
time for a typical test (Number 19). '

In most fires,. just after the flames fell to the back of the box the'
flames emerging from the box increased in height. (See Fig., 2) • This was
presumably because active combustion of charcoal then took place' and the
gaseous contents of the box contained less oxygen s9 that the volatiles
required a long flame, even reaching to outside the box, to entrain suffic~

ient oxygen for combustion.

4.2.2.. Burning rate

In the analysis of these experiments the total surface area of boards,
board thickness and board height were taken to be the most important of the
parameters whose effect on burning rate was to be found. Only those para
meters could be taken which were varied independently of the others.' This
limits the number to three in the present experiments and excludes certain
combinations, for example area, thickness' and fireload,' since fireload is
proportional to the product of area and thickness and was' not therefore varied
independently of both area and thickness. "

A multiple regression analysis was carried out excluding those-,tests with
composite board, in which the flames behaved rather dii'ferently from those
tests with the homogeneous board (See Section 4.'3),. and the burning rate was
found to depend significantly on each parameter.' These three parameters are
uncorrelated and' it is therefore permissible(4) to calculate the confidence
limits for the regression coefficients.

Table 2 gives the COllfficients and confidence' limits in the units implied by
the regression equation (1):-

where

R = ao + a1 A + a2T + a-JI

R = burning rate (lb/min)
•

(1 )

A = total surface area of fibre insulation board, ne'glecting
area on the edges of the' boards (ft2)

T = board thickness (in)

H = board height (in)

TABLE 2

Regression coefficients for burning rate
(The units are those' implied in equation (1))

Significance ,95 per oent Residual
Factor Coefficient leVel 60hffdence limits standard

(per cent) deviation

a 0.45
0 ' .

Area a1 0.0033 '(Righi , ,<0 l' y, ' ,. 0.0016 to 0,0050 0.07• 'signii'idint)

Thickness a2 0.17 2 (Significant) 0.03 to 0.31 (23
dS.)

Height a
3

0.014 0.5 (HighIy , . , 0 ..004 to 0.023siE!nii'icant

The mean burning rate depends on fuel surface area', and on the fuel
thick~ells, but is not proportional to area as might be expected, the burning
rate ~ncreasing by between 8 and 26 per cent for an increase in fuel surface'
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area from 22 to 67 ft
2•

One possible explanation (5) is that the flame
zone may be driven further out of the box by the greater- supply of volatiles'
from a larger fuel surface' area...' Inoreasing the area would not ,' therefcre,.
produce a proportional increase in burning rate because the heat transfer
from flame to unit area of fuel would be lowered.

In Fig. 3 the regression lines are plotted for a mean board height as
lines of equal burning rate on a graph of area versus thickneaso' The
straight lines f'r-om the partial regression are of approximately the same
slope as the curved lines" of constant fire load (proportional to Area, ,x
Thickness) and over the range of these experdmerrts both fiunilies of lines
are roughly equally spaced for equal increments of burning rat'e or fire··

, load. ThUS',. a.l though burning rate varies with both area and thickness,' it'
appears that the more fundamental relation is a dependence'of burning rate
on fire load.

If fire load is employed as' an independent variable'the effect due to
area a'Lone disappears and the bUrning rate of panels of ane height is
dependent only on the fire"load in the ~ge of these experiments. One
might expect that this could not be, valid over the whale range of possible
experimental conditions - a finely divided dust would be expected to burn
faster than'a solid block of equal weight so that the,p~sical basis of'
these results requires'further examination before the rate-controlling
mechanism can be' understood 'sufficiently to establish general scaling lawso

4.2.3. Flame height

As' in Section 4.2,.2 0 'a multiple regression analysis was oar-rd.ed out of
flame height on fuel surface, thiclmess and board hed.ght , Tabie 3 gives
the regression coefficients and conf'Ldenoe limits" the units being those
implied in the regression equation (2):- "

L = bo + b t A + b2 T, + b
3

H (2)

where L is the flame height (ft) measured from the base o~ the boards
and A,T and H are the same as before.. Flame' height was found to' depend only
on area although a larger experiment might have shown that it also depended
on board height,- since this was' found to be'significant at the 8 per cent
level.

Table 3., Regression coefficients for flame height
(The units are those implied in equation (2))

Signtricanoe 1 '..... 95 percent, Residual
Factor Coefficient . "

level confidenoe standard
(per cent) limits deviation

b + 1039 -- -. a
, . ' , (Highly

Area b
1

0.039 «001 significant 0~03t + 0 ..04-7 '0.31'

Thiclmess b
2 0 ..34 (Not - (?3signif'ican't ) dS0)

Height b
3

0.038 a(Not - 0 ...005 to Ocioa
significant)



The simple linear relation assumed in calculating the regrellsion and found
significant is likely to be only a first approximation. A relation of the
form L = cAn shown in Fig. 4 where c is a constant and n is' about t, can fit
the data: at least as well. It is surprising that flame height and burning rate
do not vary in the same way with A,T and H since one' would expect a close
correlation between flame height and burning rate.

Thomas(6) has obtained a relation between dimensionless flame 'height L/b'
and the parameter R2/b5 from experiments with cribs of wood burning in cubical
boxes with one side completely open., The relation found was

2i = K(~)m

;

where L is the flame height from the base of the crib; D is the length of
one side of the box,' and K and m are constants with m about,t. If'for the
present we take m = ~ then (3) can be' rewritten

• 2

L = Ki' (4)

where r is the burning rate' per unit width of window opening. The range
of r in the present experiments is too small (less than 2 1 1) to test
whether this type' of relation holds here but even when the burning rate was
constant,' flame height Taried with fuel surface area. The reason for this is
not yet known but it may be an effect of the mixing pattern of the gases.. The
dependent parameter might not be area at all,: but spacing between boards,' since
these two parameters' are negatively correlated and it is not known whioh of the
two causes the variation with flame' height.

, A few experiments with a model in which the bttt'ning of the Tolatiles
from wood is' simulated by a flame of town gas haw shown that K depends on the
geometry of the box and its opening (a more extensive series of these experiments
will be carried out later).

For a ventilatio.rr-controlled fire, Kawagoe(1) and Simms; Hird and wraight(2,3)
have shownrthat; over a wide range of soale burning rate is proportional to an air
flow factor A~, i.e.

R = b AJR (5)

where A is the window area; H the window height. They were not able to find any
systematic variation in b with ooaJ.e, fireload,' or fuel surface area. It is shown
in S~ctions 4.2.2. and 4~3= that ev~~,~tha constant wind~w shape and size,' the.
burmng rate depended on flre'load :i.n,i'range of these exper:unents; the lowest b=g
rate being about 0,;8 lb/mi.n,' and the highest about 1.4 lb/min, a variation of
nearly 2 : 1. Thus b is not constant but can vary by a factor of nearly two
depending mainly on the fire load.'

Combining (4) and (5)

or

or

L

L
H
L
H

g 2 2

= K r 3 ='K (b HJH}3 = K b3 H
g

= K b 3 (6)

= is a funotion of box geometry and fire' load (7)

Thus, it is pcssible that variation in the' height of flames emerging from a
window of a bttt'ning room when expressed as units of window he1.ght is due to
secondary effeots of room geometry and fuel area and thiokness.'

Correlation~ between flame size and fuel area or disposition have'been
noted by Yokoi(7) and Shorter(8). Yokoi (Chapter 6) found that i.n a short
period after flashover a fire in a room Lined with plywood gave much larger
flames than a fire in the same room with no li.ning. In the full-Bcale tests
carried out by the National Research Council of Canada in the' st" Laurenoe Burns
projeot,· it was f'ound that the radiation from those buildings in which some of
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the rooms were lined with combustible material was greater than ~rom

those with incombustible linings'. In these tests the radiation f'ron the'
window opening was small compared with the radiation hom the f'Lames.; implying
that the flames ~rom rooms with combustible linings were 'larger than ~rom

those with incombustible linings~' The burning rate during these tests is not
known but the houaes were chosen to be reasonably comparable apart ~rom the
intended ddf'f'ez-ences in wall lining so that presumably the amounts o~ air
which could be induced by a ~ire to flow through the windows were also
comparable. There seem to be two main possibilities. Either' the burning
rates were similar and the f'Lame a were d~~erent owing to ~~erences in
fuel area or disposition, or dillerences in fuel area or disposition caused
ddf'f'ez-ence s in burning rate which af'f'eobed f'Lame heights.

4.2.4. Temperature

For every minute' of' any one test the mean of all ~o1ll'thermocouple

readings was calculated. The highest mean was called 'the maxdzannmean
temperature and is given :in Table 1.. The maximum mean temPerature is
correlated with burning rate (Fig. 5); but, the 'extrems' variation' obilerved,
some 250 0C, can make not more than about 3 per 'cent d~~erence in the induced
air ~low into the box. This is insuf~icient to'oause an increase ,in heat
release in the box which could account ~or the observed variation in rate o~

burning. These considerations suggest; ther~ore,'that it is not the total
quanti ty of heat which varies .. but the distriblitiono~ heating rates in'
d~~erent parts of the compartmerrt ,' ' ,

Changes in local temperature;, however7'le~d: to' 'changes in the local heat
transfer rate to the solid f'uaL and thereby change' the rate of' decomposition,
i.e. weight Loss ,' and the results confirm"this qualitatively, But because'
it is not easy to allow ~or configuration e~~ectsand thed~f'erenoe between
gas and ,wall temperature, it is not possible to:, estimate)' simp:lJr th'!l' actual
heat tranl:l~er rates to the f'Lbr-e insulat;ing board.,' . ' .

4.3. Tests with boards cemented together

The tests with 2 in ~ibre insulation bOard~'~ormed by cementing thinner
sheet togetheri are not strictly comparable' with the tests with 'thinner
boards, because of ddf'f'er-ences in the flame position.iro' In ",ost tests much
osoillation ~ f'Lame occurred; the f'Lamea juinping hom back .to ~r'.ont of'
certain spacea between boards. This osciJ,lationwas not obae.rved in' tests
28 and 29 (4,. 1 in boards' f'ormed by cementing tin boards' tog(l.ther) and in
these tests and in tests 22 7 23 and 24 (4; t in homogeneous boards) the ~ires
behaved sim1'Ja.r1Y.f The oscillation is, ther~ore..' probably'related to the
extra thickness of the 2 in board rather than iIi some way to the cement.'
Fig. 6 shows the variation of burning rate and ~lame height with time ~or

tests 31. to 34.

In test 31 the burning rate was constant,but the ~lil.mes were alterna
ting between back and f'r-orrt ,

In test 32 the ~lame zone occupied the ~ront %o~ the box up to 20 min
when, after a few oscillations, the flame changed to a thin ,flame about 1 in
thick covering the whole sur-race: o~ the boards. ,This change was accompanied
by an increase in burning rate hom 1 ~O to about 1 +- lb/mino'

Tests 33 and 34 show two peaks in the flame height 7: but these tests' are
complicated by the t in sheets splitting away f'ioom the 1 in central sheet
at 19;:.23 min., i.e.~in the trough between the peaks. The ~irst peak f'Lame
height was attained in about haLf the time of tests 31' and 32.

,
Even thOUgh a strict comparison with the tests with boards't to t in

thick is impossible owing to the ~~erences in f'Lames i t~wa.a :thought necess
ary to have some estimate ~ the average burning rate' over a period compar
able with that of tests with the thinner board~' ~ inspeotion ~ Table 1.
this period was taken as 10 to 30 min, but the btirriing rate values calculated
will not be much af~eoted by the exact period chosen so long as' the' part at
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the start of the test where the burning rate is still increasing and- part at ..
the end where the material which can produce volatiles, is' nearly exhausted,'
are'not included.

Thevalmnr obtained llere~t1.4 Ib/roin and thi:a is~ h1,gben: t:ha.n'~
aD\Y of the';;testil: witholi tOll1:;iilcthlolc:b6ard:;; ~.Ey:.,'increl!-afngJfuelcthicknesll·
and llUrlaoe area, the rate of bUrning,of a fire' in a oomparlment'With"a oanstant

, window opening, has been cauaed to increase from 0.:8 to 1.4 Ib!min., '.., , , .' ." " ..; .

The, temperatures measured in this series are low~ This is' probably related
to the' differe~oe in position of the flame zone.

5~ General conclusions

, (1) Kawagoe(1) and Simms,. Hi:rd and Wrai,Jib-t{2.,.3) ha-ve established a relation
be~en bUrning rate and air flow faotor A,JH from experi.tnents over a range in
A,I H of 2000 : 1. Up to now it has been thought that the burning rate of' fires
in rooms' with small window openings' is very largely contrOlled by the: value' of'
A,/li. The experi.tnents described in the present report show that superimposed
on this relation ,are relationll between burning rate and fuel thick:nells andsurfaoe
area,' which in the' present, experimentll .have csueed the burning rate' to' 'Vary by a
factor of nearly 2:1, for one vaIue of A'J'fI. , :, '

An empirical 'correlation of the results has been made by regression analysill'
and it has been f'ound that burning rate inoreasell as fuel surface, area"or thiak-
ne'aa inoreasea., ,"

(2) The experiments' do not cover a' large enough range' of' bUrning rate for
determining accurately the relation between bUrning rate'snd flame height i but
with constant burning rate, flame height varies with an additional factor'-'
either fuel llUrlace area or separation.' No explanation for this effect can be
offered ,at present.

(3) The maximum mean temperature in the upper part of the box inoreases
with burning rate', but the temperature dif'ferenoes f'ound are insufficient to
cause appreciable differences in the induced air flow into' the box and hence
in the gross heat release rate.

(4) It is not possible at this stage to explain these results but the study
of fires in single compartments is being continued with a new model.: When
wood or sny cellulose material burns., the rate of production of volatile fuel
from aD\Y given area of solid fuel depends' on' the heat transferred to this
area by combustion of' the volatile fuel. In the new mode~ this interaotion
between bUrning rate and heat transfer is' a'Voided by burning town gas at
controlled flows~' It will then be possible to explore the relations between'
burning rate and mixing pattern and heat transfer rates to the fuel more
directly.
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Table 1 Notes

1. t
1

and t 2 are defined in Section 4.2.1.

2. For each minute of the test the mean of all four thermocouple readings
was calculated. The highest mean was called the maximUDl mean temperature.

3, t in boards cemented with silicate paint.

4. t in boards cemented with resorcinol formalde~~de cement.

'5. 1 in boards cemented with resorcinol formalde~~de cement, but
boards split apart early in test.

6. 1 in boards cemented with silicate paint

7. 1 in board in centre with t in board cemented on both sides with
silicate paint. Test 3~, also had aluminium foil between the 1 in and
t in boards.

8. Avera5e burning rates for the arbitrary period 10 to 30 min after
ignition. This was judged to be rou[hly the period corresponding to
the t 1 to t 2 period in tests 1 - 29.

Including weight of ignition strips •

.~.

....:.

.~.

",.
" !; •



TABLE 1

Summary of reaulta

, .

Board Teat NWIlber of Board Spaoing Surfaco Total weight 0) . t
l

(1 ) t 2
(1 ) Time to I4aximWll

height NWIlber boards thiokness between area combuatiblea(9 peak flame f18llle height Average lIaximum
(in) (in) boards (ft2) (lb) (min) (min) height from base of burning mean (2)

(in) (min) b(~a rate temperature
(lb/min) °c

1 12 1 1.5 67 50.0 23 44 35 5.25 1.00 -
2 12 1.7 67 37.0 16 35 23 5.0 1.01 770
3 12 2.0 67 28.7 13 27 ,19 5 1.00 -
It 12 2.0 67 28.7 lit 32 22 It. 5 0.81 -
5 12 2.0 67 28.7 16 35 210 It. 25 O.BIt -
6 8 3.1 44 210.8' 13 25 21 It. 25 0.98 -
7 8 3.1t 44 19.3 10 20 15 3.75 0.87 720
8 8 3.1t 44 19.3 6 16 11 3.75 0.89 -

12.1t 9 6 1 1t.1t 33 25.2 11 17 13 3.5 1.00 '750
10 6' 1 It. It 33 25.2 8 18 11 3.75 0.93 -
11 5 i 6.1 28 15.6 7 15 12 3.5 0.83 670
12' 5 6.1 28 15.6 12 19.5 16 '3.25 0.80 670
13 It 1 ' 8.0 22 16.9 11 15 lit 2.75 0.95 620
lit It 1 8.0 22 16.9 11.5 16 16 2.5 0.65 580
15 It 1 8.0 22 16.9 9 15 lit 2.75 0.80 6ltO
16 It ! 8.7 22 9.8 9 13 10 2.75 0.82 6l,.0

17 8 1 2.9 67 1t7.2 12 36 22 It. 75 1.06 800
18 8

i 3.1 67 3lt;& 9 26 17.5 It. 75 1.01 760
19 8 3.1 67 3lt.6 8 25 15 5.25 1.12 ' 750
20 8 3.1t 67 26.3 5 19 13 It.5 0.99 7ltO
21 8 3.1t 67 26.3 6 21 16 It. 5 1.00 700
22 It 1 8.0 33 23.8 8 19 9 3.75 0.99 700
23 It 1 8.0 33 23.8 8 19 13 It 1.00 -

18.6 210 4 1 8.0 33 23.8 7 18 11 3.75 0.98 720
25 It '8.3 33 17.5 7 lit 10 3.75 0.91t 700
26

~
8.7

~~
13.3 5 11 ._~

, ~ ~.75 0.87 670
27 8.7 f'.' It. 5 '10 0.Q1 680
2~ It 1 3 ~.O 33 23.~ 7 19 10.5 3.25 0.95 -
29 if. 1 It 8.0 33 23.8 10 18 9.5 3.25 0.95 -
30 It 2 5 6.7 33 1t5.6 - , - 23 It.75 1.1t ~8 -
31 It 2 6 6.7 33 1t5.6 - - 21 It. 25 1.1t 8 -
32 It 2 6 6.7 33 1t5.6 - - 22 4.25 1.3 ~8 -
33 It 2F 6.7 33 1t5.6 - - 12.5/1: 27 1t.5 /I: It.75 1.5 8 660
3lt It 2 7" 6.7 33 4.5.6 - - 10 /I: 27 1t.25/1: 1t.75 1.1t 8 690-- ,
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